C/S Product Lines

Acrovyn® Wall Protection

For decades, C/S Acrovyn® wall covering, corner guards, handrails and crash rails have
protected the interior walls in hospitals, schools and other commercial facilities from high
traffic abuse. Included in this offering is the reimagined Acrovyn Wall Panel line, providing
designers with extensive style selections that install in half the time previously required.
With Acrovyn by Design®, digital imagery is printed behind durable, PVC-free Acrovyn for
endless visual possibilities.

Acrovyn Door & Frame Systems

Acrovyn Doors were specifically developed with high-impact areas in mind. Featuring
durable Acrovyn material and rounded, field replaceable edges and stiles, Acrovyn Doors
effortlessly stand up to daily traffic and wear. With countless aesthetic options, including
Acrovyn by Design, doors can become a design feature without ever sacrificing durability.
And with Acrovyn Frame Systems (our steel frames clad with replaceable Acrovyn material),
frames no longer have to be facility eyesores. You can now have peace of mind for the
entire opening.

Expansion Joint Covers

Recognized as the leading commercial expansion joint cover designer and manufacturer,
C/S has utilized its knowledge of thermal, wind-sway, settlement and seismic building
movement to design a complete line of expansion joint cover systems including floor,
wall, ceiling, exterior, parking and stadium covers. By getting involved in projects early,
we can provide advanced solutions for today’s engineers, architects, designers, contractors
and facility owners.

Entrance Flooring Systems

C/S Entrance Flooring Systems have become the industry standard for architectural
entrance mats and grids since its introduction over 40 years ago. Effectively stopping
dirt and water from entering a building, they drastically reduce maintenance costs while
providing a safe, sustainable flooring option that is as durable as it is beautiful. C/S
Entrance Flooring offerings include tried and true Pedisystems® products such as GridLine®,
PediTred®, Pedigrid®, Pedimat® and TreadLine®, along with innovative and designer-friendly
options, Floorometry® and Floormations™.

Cubicle Curtains & Track Systems

For over 40 years, C/S Cubicle Curtains has provided the perfect blend of form and
function. With alluring options in traditional curtains and track as well as our most popular
specialties, On The Right Track, Snap Lock, Recyclable Curtains, and Qwik Switch®, C/S
offers the healthcare market elegant and practical solutions to ensure protection and
peace of mind.
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Explovent®

Explovent, the industry’s only field-testable explosion venting system, is designed
for facilities where potentially explosive atmospheres, materials or processes exist.
The panels are testable at any time and unlike blow-out siding, they are resettable
after an event.

Architectural Louvers

C/S has been manufacturing louvers since our founding in 1948. We have developed a
diverse line of products to meet the air flow needs of every project. Our offerings include
storm resistant louvers that are up to 100% effective at stopping wind-driven rain, blast
resistant louvers capable of withstanding blasts up to 12 psi and hurricane louvers that
are Dade County Impact Test approved.

Architectural Grilles

C/S offers a variety of blades and decorative grilles designed to meet all project needs
for screens and vision barriers. Our selection provides the right product either to
conceal unsightly building components or to make a dramatic architectural statement
on any building.

Sun Controls

C/S has been offering architects ways to tame the sun for over 60 years. From
cantilevered, suspended and vertical fixed sunshades to lightshelves and skylight
shutters, we have just the right product to reduce glare, heat gain and energy usage
while maximizing occupant comfort.

Solarmotion®

C/S-Warema offers a comprehensive array of custom motorized shading and daylight
management solutions. Whether your shading is inside or on the exterior, we can
optimize interior environments, address complex geometries and create a lasting
architectural impression on any project. From roller shades to aluminum slat Venetian
blinds and operable monolithic airfoils, C/S-Warema supports one of the most
comprehensive shading portfolios in today’s North American shading market.

Your local C/S representative:
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